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Low dimensional hybrid organic-inorganic perovskites (HOIPs) represent a promising class of elec-
tronically active materials for both light absorption and emission. The design space of HOIPs is
extremely large, since a diverse space of organic cations can be combined with different inorganic
frameworks. This immense design space allows for tunable electronic and mechanical properties, but
also necessitates the development of new tools for in silico high throughput analysis of candidate
materials. In this work, we present an accurate, efficient, transferable and widely applicable ma-
chine learning interatomic potential (MLIP) for predicting the structure of new 2D HOIPs. Using
the MACE architecture, an MLIP is trained on 86 diverse experimentally reported HOIP mate-
rials. The MLIP is tested on 73 unseen perovskite compositions (that were previously reported
experimentally), and achieves chemical accuracy with respect to the reference electronic structure
method. Our model is then combined with a simple random structure search algorithm to predict
the structure of new HOIPs given only the proposed composition as input. Success is demonstrated
by correctly and reliably recovering the crystal structure of a set of experimentally known 2D per-
ovskites. Such a random structure search is impossible with ab initio methods due to the associated
computational cost, but is relatively inexpensive with the MLIP. Finally, the procedure is used to
predict the structure formed by a new organic cation with no previously known corresponding per-
ovskite. Laboratory synthesis of the new hybrid perovskite confirms the accuracy of our prediction
using the combined MLIP and structure-search algorithm. This capability will enable the efficient
and accurate screening of thousands of combinations of organic cations and inorganic layers for
further investigation.

Hybrid organic-inorganic perovskites (HOIPs) belong
to a broad category of materials, generally represented
by the chemical formula ABX3. The B-site and X-site
ions form a network of corner-sharing BX6 octahedra.
Although the A-site can be a large inorganic cation, such
as caesium, using an organic cation has proved extremely
successful, resulting in the development of state of the art
solution-processed optoelectronic materials [1]. Provided
the organic cation is small, the typical perovskite struc-
ture is retained. For larger cations, however, the network
of corner sharing octahedra is disrupted, leading to ‘low
dimensional’ structures such as one-dimensional chains
or two-dimensional sheets of octahedra (see Fig. 1b).

Two-dimensional HOIPs are formed when the organic
cations separate the inorganic layers in the (100), (110)
or (111) direction, giving the modified general formula
A’mAn –1BnX3n+1. The constants n and m determine
the number of connected inorganic layers and the charge
of the organic cation. They are further categorized into
two main types: Dion–Jacobson (DJ) [2] with m = 1
(one sheet of interlayer cations with +2 charge) and Rud-
dlesden–Popper (RP) [3, 4] with m = 2 (two sheets of
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cations with +1 charge) [5]. Two dimensional HOIPs
have the advantages of enhanced stability under ambient
conditions and structural tunability. This makes them
promising candidates for applications in photolumines-
cence (PL), photovoltaics, photodetection, and light em-
mitting diodes (LEDs) [6–9].

Due to the breadth of the design space of 2D (as well
as 1D and 0D) perovskites, in silico property screening is
desirable. However, in order to calculate properties with
ab initio electronic structure methods, one first needs
to know the crystal structure. A similar task has been
tackled in the field of organic crystal structure prediction
(CSP): typically, CSP methods involve generating many
hundreds or thousands of candidate structures, and se-
lecting the lowest energy structures using an empirical
force field [10]. For general inorganic crystals, the re-
lated Random Structure Search (RSS) method has been
successful for unit cells of up to a couple of dozen atoms,
wherein candidate structures are generated and the ge-
ometry is subsequently relaxed to the nearest local min-
ima in the potential energy landscape [11].

A particular difficulty in the case of 2D HOIPs is that
they can have extremely large unit cells containing up to
1000 atoms. Furthermore, they are structurally complex
(see Fig. 1) with the organic molecules having many po-
tentially quite flexible degrees of freedom. Direct Den-
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sity Functional Theory (DFT) geometry relaxations or
molecular dynamics simulations are therefore extremely
expensive, while empirical force fields which are accurate
across the desired range of chemical interactions do not
exist presently.

An alternative to doing ab initio calculations is to use
machine-learned interatomic potentials (MLIPs) [12–15].
MLIPs can be trained to predict the potential energy of
a configuration of atoms directly from the atomic coordi-
nates, allowing for simulations of hundreds of thousands
of atoms at DFT accuracy [16]. Many MLIP architec-
tures have been developed in recent years. Key develop-
ments in this area have been the focus on atom-centered
energy contributions enabling linear scaling models, the
incorporation of physical symmetries into model archi-
tectures [17–19] and efficient construction of many-body
representations of atomic environments [20–22]. Further-
more, the introduction of graph models to MLIP devel-
opment has lead to greatly improved accuracy and trans-
ferability [23–25]. MLIPs have already been used to per-
form structure prediction for large scale screening tasks,
for example in a computational study searching for novel
stable inorganic materials [26].

In this work, the MACE [27] message passing architec-
ture was used to build a transferable MLIP for HOIPs.
MACE is a graph tensor network which constructs many-
body equivariant messages at each node (nodes corre-
spond to atoms in this case) via the atomic cluster ex-
pansion [21], which are then passed onto neighbouring
nodes. The architecture has been shown to be accurate,
efficient and transferable [28], and has recently been used
to create a state of the art ML organic force field[29]
and a “foundation model” for materials chemistry[30].
The model in this work is fitted to data collected from
several publicly available databases of experimentally re-
ported HOIPs. Starting from structures reported in these
databases, an extensive training dataset was generated
by running an active learning protocol based on molecu-
lar dynamics. Collected configurations were labelled with
DFT calculations. The final model achieves excellent ac-
curacy across an independent set of perovskites with un-
seen compositions taken from the same sources.

To use the model effectively, we present a simple ran-
dom structure search procedure designed for 2D HOIPs
and we show that the trained MLIP accurately captures
the complex potential energy landscape encountered dur-
ing a random structure search task. Furthermore, the
combination of the structure searching algorithm and the
MACE model is an accurate and efficient structure pre-
diction tool. This is shown by ‘re-discovering’ the ground
state structure of a set of experimentally reported HOIPs
not seen by the model during fitting, given only the most
basic information of the perovskite - the identity of the
organic cation and the composition of the inorganic layer.

Finally, we predict the crystal structure of a previ-
ously unknown 2D HOIP. We then synthesize the mate-
rial in the laboratory, and verify that the structure agrees
with our prediction. The process reveals a large number

of competing low energy minima, with subtly different
orientations and stacking patterns of the organic cation.
Due to the high degree of similarity between these struc-
tures, an accurate and efficient search tool offers many
insights beyond just prediction of the ground state struc-
ture.

I. DATASET CONSTRUCTION

A dataset was compiled from three sources: The 2D
perovskites database of the laboratory of new materials
for solar energy (NMSE) [31], the Cambridge Structural
Database [32], and a recent research article by Tremblay
et al. reporting numerous 2D HOIP structures [33].
The occurrence of different chemical elements and

structural features in these sources was quite non-
uniform. Several simplifying restrictions have therefore
been placed on the scope of our model. Firstly, the set
of chemical elements considered for the inorganic layer
was restricted to only include Pb, I, Br and Cl. As a re-
sult, the resulting MLIP can be applied to only Pb-based
perovskites, with X = I, Br, or Cl. Furthermore, we re-
stricted the composition of the organic cation to include
only C, H, N and O. These restrictions were imposed
due to the occurrence of different chemical elements in
the available 2D HOIP datasets: of the structures we
collected, more than 80% were lead-based, and the ma-
jority contained only C, H, and N elements in the or-
ganic cation. Applying these filters resulted in an initial
dataset of 159 experimentally reported structures. Fig.
1a presents some key statistics of this dataset including
the number of atoms in the unit cell and organic cation,
as well as a breakdown of the elements present at the
X-site, number of inorganic layers, organic cation charge
and whether the organic cation contains oxygen. Four
representative example structures are shown in Fig. 1b
to illustrate the diversity of the perovskites that are in-
cluded.

II. MODEL DEVELOPMENT AND
PERFORMANCE

A. Active Learning for Dataset Expansion

In the following, composition will refer to a perovskite
as determined by the chemical formula and the experi-
mentally reported unit cell, while configuration will refer
to a specific non-equilibrium set of atomic positions, for
which one could compute a reference energy using DFT.
The dataset described above serves as a starting point
for fitting a MLIP. In practice, however, fitting accurate
and stable models requires a database with many non-
equilibrium configurations for each target composition or
phase. One popular method for database construction is
to sample configurations from molecular dynamics tra-
jectories. In this study, a different approach is taken in
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FIG. 1: (a): Key properties of the perovskites in the compiled dataset. Note that some structures have multiple
organic cations, but the upper right histogram shows only the size of the largest cation in each structure. (b):

Examples of 2D HOIP structures in the dataset.

which a database of reference configurations is grown it-
eratively in an active learning procedure[34, 35].

Before beginning the active learning procedure, the
dataset of experimentally reported compositions was first
divided in two, by randomly sampling 86 perovskites to
form the core of the training set. The remaining test set
compositions will be used to assess the transferability of
the final model to new unseen perovskites.

The key principle of active learning is to use a model
which can estimate the uncertainty of its own prediction
on a given configuration. If this estimate is reliable, one
can search for configurations on which the model is un-
certain, and add only these configurations to the dataset.
Several methods exist for constructing MLIPs with an in-
built measure of prediction uncertainty. For MACE, the
uncertainty estimate can be obtained as follows: given
a dataset, one fits several independent models with the
same hyperparameters, but with a different random ini-
tialisation of weights. These models are then referred to
as a committee, and in this case, we use only 3 mod-
els to form the committee. On a new configuration, the
disagreement between the committee members can be
treated as an uncertainty estimate. As will be shown be-
low, this comparatively inexpensive procedure leads to
remarkably useful uncertainty estimates.

With this method for assessing the uncertainty of a
model, the active learning procedure is as follows:

1. Given an initial dataset of configurations, calculate
reference energies and atomic forces using DFT. Fit
a committee of 3 MACE models on this dataset.

2. For each composition in the training set, run an

MD simulation starting from the experimentally re-
ported structure and using the average of the force
predictions of the committee members to propagate
the dynamics. At each time step, test the uncer-
tainty of the potential by calculating the disagree-
ment in the prediction of the atomic forces between
the committee members.

3. If the relative force uncertainty of any atom, defined
as the standard deviation of the committee force
predictions divided by the mean of the forces, is
larger than a specific threshold (in our study this
threshold is to 0.2, see also section XB) the MD
simulation is terminated. DFT energy and forces
are calculated for the configuration for which the
uncertainty exceeded the threshold, and added to
the training set. If the uncertainty does not exceed
the threshold within 10 ps, terminate the MD and
do not collect any new configurations.

4. Refit the committee of models with the expanded
dataset. It is expected that the configurations
where the models previously disagreed are now well
described with low uncertainty.

5. Repeat steps 2-5 until no new configurations are
collected for any of the compositions.

In each cycle of active learning, we ran committee MD
for each of the 86 compositions in the training set. Addi-
tional configurations are therefore collected at a rate of
86 per cycle if the uncertainty for all compositions exceed
the threshold. However, as the dataset grows, many com-
positions quickly become well described and do not trig-
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FIG. 2: The relative force uncertainty and actual force
error for one HOIP as a function of time during an MD

simulation. The unstable potential (dashed lines)
occasionally exceeds the relative force uncertainty

threshold (red solid line at 0.2) with actual force errors
as large as 100 meV/Å, while the final potential
remains far below the threshold with force errors

fluctuating between 10 to 20 meV/Å.

ger new DFT calculations, resulting in few new training
configurations per cycle. For this reason, in later cycles
step 3 was repeated 10 times for each training set compo-
sition before retraining the model. The final potential is
fitted once all the unique perovskite compositions in the
training set are stable, meaning that in 10 independent
MD simulations lasting 10 ps each, the 0.2 relative force
uncertainty threshold is not exceeded. Additional details
on the active learning procedure are given in section XB

Key to this method is the reliability of the uncertainty
measure. An example of the evolution of the uncertainty
measure during a committee MD simulation is shown in
Fig. 2. To assess the uncertainty measure, all configu-
rations in the trajectory were evaluated with DFT, and
the actual force error made by the model at each time
step is also shown. Two models from different stages in
the active learning procedure are shown - an ‘unstable’
model from an early point in the active learning process,
and the the final model.

For the unstable potential, the uncertainty exceeds the
threshold (the solid red line) at multiple instances, and
eventually increases to 1.0 implying total uncertainty in
force predictions. By contrast, the final potential has
both a consistently lower uncertainty and a lower force
error. The key result shown in Fig. 2 is that the differ-
ence in force error between the final model and unstable
model is clearly reflected in the estimated uncertainty.
Also important is that the spikes in the force error of the
unstable model closely correlate with the spikes of the
relative force uncertainty.

In general, the highest uncertainty occurs for atomic
configurations that are less represented in the training
set. In particular, there are 61 unique organic cations in
the 86 compositions of the training dataset, while there
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FIG. 3: The parity plot of (a) forces, and (b) energy
(per atom) for training and test set samples.

are just 7 types of inorganic layer. Therefore, the high-
est force uncertainty typically occurred on the organic
cations.

B. Final Model Performance

In total, 18 cycles of active learning were performed.
The final training dataset contains a total of 2457 con-
figurations. To test the final potential, MD simulations
of 73 unseen test set compositions were ran for 10 ps and
samples were taken every 1 ps. The energy and force pre-
dictions for all the training and test samples are shown
in Fig. 3. The RMSE of training (test) dataset for en-
ergy and forces are 0.76 (1.84) meV/atom and 10.7 (31.7)
meV/Å, respectively. In addition, the errors categorized
based on the halide atoms are shown in Table. I. An
energy error of 1 kcal/mol (typically called “chemical ac-
curacy”) corresponds to 43.4 meV per formula unit.

III. RELAXATION OF EXPERIMENTALLY
REPORTED STRUCTURES

Experimentally reported structures are typically close
to the global minima of the potential energy surface.
For the trained MACE model to be useful for structure
searching, it must relax these structures to the same lo-
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TABLE I: Energy and force errors for seen and unseen
configurations categorized based on the halides

Seen Compositions Unseen Compositions

Energy
(meV/atom)

Forces
(meV/Å)

Energy
(meV/atom)

Forces
(meV/Å)

Cl 0.86 9.25 1.86 30.4

I 0.74 10.96 1.34 29.88

Br 0.78 10.39 2.12 48.53

Total 0.76 10.71 1.84 31.67

cal minima as would be obtained by a DFT geometry
relaxation. To assess whether this is the case, we con-
sidered 137 perovskite compositions in the dataset that
have less than 200 atoms, with 58 from the training set
and 79 from the test set. For all of these compositions,
the experimentally reported structure was relaxed inde-
pendently with DFT and MACE calculators, until the
forces were less than 10 meV/Å.

One way to quantify the difference between the MACE
and DFT relaxed structures is to measure the root mean
square displacement (RMSD) of the atoms between the
two structures. The distribution of RMSD for all 137
compositions is shown in Fig. 4a. For the majority of
the samples, the RMSD is less than 0.1 Å. Several out-
liers are present with larger RMSDs on the order of 0.3-
0.5 Å. These outliers generally correspond to cases in
which long, flexible organic molecules move slightly with
respect to each other.

The independently obtained DFT and MLIP relaxed
structures can also be compared using the total radial
distribution function (RDF), which contains information
about the bond lengths, intermolecular distances and
organic-inorganic distances in the structure. A compar-
ison between the RDFs of a MACE and DFT relaxed
structure is shown in Fig. 4b. For r < 3 Å, which mostly
corresponds to the intramolecular bond distances, the
differences between MACE and DFT are negligible. For
r > 3 Å, which contains both the intermolecular dis-
tances and inorganic bonds, some differences are appar-
ent, however the structures relaxed with MACE and DFT
share many of the larger features.

To quantify the difference between the RDFs of MACE
and DFT relaxed structures, we used the first Wasser-
stein distance (the earth mover’s distance, EMD) be-
tween these two distributions, which calculates the least
amount work required to change one distribution to the
other [36]. A histogram of the Wasserstein distances for
63 randomly selected compositions in the train and test
sets is shown in Fig. 4c. One can see that the final
MLIP performs similarly for both training and test sets
using this metric.

IV. HIGH THROUGHPUT STRUCTURE
PREDICTION FOR NEW HOIPS

Calculating properties of known perovskite structures
with ab initio methods is expensive, but not impossible.
On the other hand, high throughput structure prediction
for many new compositions is potentially an infeasibly
expensive task, particularly for structures with large unit
cells. This is because crystal structure prediction proto-
cols typically involve a very large number of either ge-
ometry relaxations or single point evaluations to predict
the structure of just one chemical composition.
In particular, organic crystal structure prediction in-

volves first generating many (thousands) of candidate
crystal structures by enumerating over key variables,
such as space groups, and employing heuristics. Sin-
gle point evaluations with empirical force fields are used
to select good candidates, based on lowest potential
energy[10].
Ab initio random structure search (AIRSS), is another

approach that has been explored [11], particularly for in-
organic crystals. In this approach, crystal structures are
determined by first guessing random positions of atoms
within the unit cell, followed by geometry relaxations
with DFT. Again, the lowest energy structure is chosen as
the most probable structure. AIRSS has been employed
successfully to find ground state structures of materials,
molecules and features such as defects [11]. This process
is powerful, but limited to small unit cells due to the poor
scaling of DFT.
In the following we introduce a simple structure search

procedure inspired by these ideas, which is appropriate
for 2D HOIPs.

A. A Random Structure Search Procedure for 2D
HOIPs

Our proposed structure searching workflow is sum-
marised as follows: For a given organic cation and inor-
ganic layer, generate a fixed number of candidate struc-
tures, which cover the space of feasible molecular and
atomic arrangements. The geometry of all structures is
then relaxed to a local minimum using the MLIP and the
lowest potential energy structure is declared as the most
probable crystal structure. The process for generating
random candidate structures is key, and a scheme was
designed based on several simple heuristics. The steps
are summarised as follows and shown visually in Fig. 5:

1. The starting information is the identity of the or-
ganic cation, the choice of halide, and the desired
size of the unit cell. The size is determined by the
number of organic/inorganic layers, and the num-
ber of octahedra per layer in the unit cell.

2. For the given composition, construct the 3D geome-
try of the organic cation (enumerating or sampling
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FIG. 4: Evaluating the MACE model for geometry relaxations of experimentally reported structures. (a) Histogram
of the RMSD between the DFT relaxed and the MACE relaxed structures for the entire dataset. (b) Comparison of
the total RDF for a test set structure after relaxing with DFT and MACE. (c) The distribution of the Wasserstein
distance between the RDFs given by the DFT relaxed structure and MACE relaxed structure for 137 unique HOIPs

in the training and test set.

conformers if necessary). Also construct the un-
tilted, strain-free inorganic layer from lead and the
chosen halide. This determines the periodicity of
the system in the in-plane directions.

3. Identify ‘reference points’ on the cation and the in-
organic layer. On the cation, reference points are
defined as formally charged atoms or salient atoms.
On the inorganic layer, the reference points are cho-
sen to be the midpoints between protruding halides,
as shown in Fig. 5.

4. Based on the charge of the organic cation, deter-
mine the number of cations per layer required for
charge neutrality. For each organic cation in the
unit cell, randomly generate a set of reflections and
rotations to apply to the organic cation. Subse-
quently, place the transformed cations onto the in-
organic layer by pairing reference points on the two
geometries.

5. Check for any intersections between cations, or in-
tersections of cations with the inorganic layer. Dis-
card samples for which these components intersect
one another.

6. Fix the lattice constant in the out-of-plane direc-
tion to remove most of the vacuum region from the
cell, including some amount of shear of the unit
cell. If more than one inorganic/organic layer per
unit cell is desired, repeat the above procedure and
stack the resulting geometries.

This process gives structures which sample the con-
figuration space well but which can contain high energy
features, such as regions of vacuum or atoms at energet-
ically unfavourable separations. Crucially, the configu-
rations are sufficiently sensible that geometry relaxation
leads to reasonable structures.

A python package was written to implement this
algorithm which is available at https://github.com/

WillBaldwin0/LDHP-builder. The algorithm is specific
to 2D corner-sharing HOIPs, since it relies on heuris-
tics when placing molecules onto the inorganic layer. In
practice, it was found that these heuristics perform re-
markably well. Further details are provided in section
XD.

B. Validation of the Model on Randomly
Generated Structures

For an MLIP to be useful for the structure prediction
task, the model must be accurate for the randomly gener-
ated structures and must not exhibit many spurious local
minima. Crucially, it should reliably relax the structures
to nearby DFT minima.
To demonstrate the accuracy of the model and struc-

ture searching method, we present the results of the pro-
cess applied to a known 2D perovskite in Fig. 6. Specif-
ically, we take the the perovskite formed by PbI6 oc-
tahedra in the inorganic layer and the organic cation
NH3

+[C]6NH3
+. The (geometry relaxed) experimentally

reported structure is shown on the right of Fig. 6(c).
Given the composition, 100 random structures were

generated using the random generation procedure. Three
examples of such structures are shown in Fig. 6b. To
simplify this demonstration, only the correct conformer
of the organic cation was used to generate samples. Sub-
sequently, these 100 structures were relaxed using the
MACE model. Since the initial samples are relatively
high in energy - often containing a considerable amount of
vacuum or non-physical molecular arrangements - these
geometry relaxations require several hundreds or even
thousands of steps. Fig. 6(a) shows the distribution of
energy of the resulting structures, ordered by increasing
energy, relative to that of the experimentally reported
structure. Also shown is the energy of the relaxed sam-
ples after re-evaluation with DFT.
Several important features can be noted. Firstly, due
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FIG. 5: Overview of the structure generation algorithm
for creating initial guesses for the random structure

search process. To make the figure more readable, the
unit cell is only shown for one of the four candidate

structures in the lower panel.

to the nature of the long organic cation, which can stack
in a variety of ways, the relaxation process reveals many
local minima in the potential energy landscape. These
appear as plateaus in the energy plot (bottom panel of
Fig. 6(a)). After re-calculation of these structures with
DFT, we see that the MLIP energy landscape is broadly
correct in that these minima are correctly ordered with
respect to DFT. The absolute energy error is also very
low, being around 1 meV/atom which is roughly the ac-
curacy of the model. Furthermore, the top of panel of
Fig. 6(a) shows the root mean square force, according
to DFT, of the MLIP identified minima. For all but the
highest energy configurations, the DFT forces are less
than 10 meV/Å, suggesting these are close to DFT min-
ima.

The lowest energy structures identified by this proce-
dure (the first five blue marks in Fig. 6a) have energy

equal to that of the experimentally reported structure.
This suggests that the process has indeed re-discovered
the the experimentally reported structure. This was con-
firmed by examining the five lowest energy relaxed struc-
tures. Up to rotations, reflections and cell reductions,
these structures are identical and match the experimen-
tally reported structure as shown in Fig. 6(c).

C. Structure Prediction Performance across the
Dataset

We now demonstrate the usefulness of this procedure
across a wider variety of 2D perovskites. The method
described above has been applied to 13 structures in the
dataset. Fig. 7 summarises the results of this process.
The lower rows identify the perovskite structure, via the
halide in the inorganic layer and the organic cation. The
upper panel shows the distribution of energies of the re-
laxed structures, following the random generation and
relaxation process, with respect to that of the experi-
mentally known structures. For this demonstration, 200
random structures were generated for each halide/cation
combination. Only 200 samples were required, since all
but the last two structures in figure 7 have unit cells
containing only 2 organic cations. Fig. 7 also highlights
which structures were present in the training set of the
MLIP model. For the left-most structures, samples of
these perovskites acquired from molecular dynamics dur-
ing the active learning process are present in the training
set of our model. For the next set of structures, the or-
ganic cation is present somewhere in the dataset, but the
combination of cation and inorganic layer is not present.
For the four right-most structures, the organic cation is
not present in the dataset.

In all but three cases the identified structures with low-
est energy correspond to the energy of the experimen-
tal structure. Subsequent comparison showed that these
structures did indeed match the experimentally reported
version. Therefore, the combination of a simple random
structure searching scheme with the developed MLIP can
successfully identify the ground state structure of these
complex systems.

In the three cases for which the lowest energy structure
does not match the experimentally reported structure,
one structure search failed to find any structures with
energy as low as that of the experimental structure within
the 200 searches (the lowest energy found was about 2
meV/atom higher than the energy of the experimental
structure). In the other cases, we confirmed that the
procedure found the experimental minima as well as a
lower energy structure. Subsequent evaluation with DFT
revealed that these structures were also assigned a lower
energy than the experimental structure by DFT.
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FIG. 6: Rediscovering the structure of known a 2D perovskite. (a) Lower panel: formation energy (meV/atom)
(blue) for the 100 randomly generated candidate structures, after geometry relaxation with the MLIP. Structures

have been ordered according to increasing energy. Red points and lines show the same structures re-calculated with
DFT. Upper panel: Root mean square forces, according to DFT, of each of the relaxed structures. (b) Examples of
the initial random configurations. (c) Comparison between the structure obtained by relaxing the experimentally

determined structure, and the five lowest energy structures found by the screening method.

D. Prediction and Synthesis of new 2D Hybrid
Perovskites

Finally, the structure search process was performed for
a new organic cation with no previously known corre-
sponding perovskite. Specifically, the combination of cis-
1,3-cyclohexanediamine with a Pb–I inorganic layer was
studied. This molecule is not present in our dataset, but
consists of chemical groups which are well represented.

The structure searching procedure was conducted with
a unit cell containing 8 copies of the organic cation, across
two layers. In total, 6000 samples were generated, with
the large number being required due to the large num-
ber of molecules present in the unit cell. The perovskite
was synthesised via slow hydrothermal growth and the
resulting structure was determined, at 200 K, using a
diffractometer as described in section XE.

Figures 8a and 8b show the resulting lowest energy
structure (denoted as “minimum 0”), as well as the 5
next lowest energy structures that were predicted. As
shown in the figure, the energy differences between the
lowest lying minima are extremely small, with the 5 next
best minima being only 0.5 meV/atom higher in energy
the ground state. This energy difference is smaller than

the likely error in our model, as well as the error of DFT
due to finite k-point sampling.

Several interesting points can be made about these re-
sults: firstly, the lowest lying minimum found by the
structure search process agrees with the experimentally
measured structure. Since our model is fitted to DFT
data which does not perfectly match reality, differences
are unavoidable in quantities such as equilibrium bond
lengths, where the PBE functional makes an error. How-
ever, we can confirm that we predict the right structure
by performing a geometry relaxation, with our model, of
the experimentally reported structure. This resulted in
exactly minimum 0, and the relaxation trajectory only
involved only minor changes in bond length, as shown in
the supplementary information.

The 5 next lowest energy minima all involve similar
orientations of the organic cation, but differ in the set of
reflections applied to the cations or the out of plane stack-
ing vector. It is interesting to examine how easily one
could differentiate between these structures using differ-
ent experimental techniques. This was done by measur-
ing the powder x-ray diffraction pattern (pXRD) of the
synthesised perovksite, and comparing to the computed
pattern of the lowest energy minima, as shown in Fig. 8c.
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FIG. 7: Performance of the random structure searching protocol applied to 13 experimentally known structures.
Lower panel: Each combination of halide and organic cation shown in the lower part of the figure describes a

perovskite present in the dataset. Some of these structures were used to train the model whereas others are unseen.
Upper panel: Violin plots of the energy distribution of the random samples after geometry relaxation with MACE,
relative to the energy of the geometry relaxed experimental structure. In the ideal case, the lower end of each violin
plot would sit on the dashed line, indicating that the minimum energy structure found by the procedure is indeed
the experimentally reported one. Structures are grouped into three categories. The first group contains perovskites
which are present in the training set of the model. Following this are structures for which the combination of halide
and cation is not present in the training set, but the cation is present paired with a different halide. The last group

contains structures where the organic cation is not present anywhere in the training set.

We compare the experimental result to that predicted
from the experimentally reported structure, as well as
minima 0, 2 and 5. The differences between the predicted
XRD of the experimentally reported structure and mini-
mum 0 (orange and green in Fig. 8c) come only from the
aforementioned small differences in bond lengths. Inter-
estingly, the spectra of the three numbered minima are
almost indistinguishable; it would be extremely difficult
to robustly differentiate these structures from the pXRD
alone.

Furthermore, the small differences in molecular stack-
ing lead to different optical properties. For example, out
of the six structures in Fig. 8, only minimum 0 is cen-

trosymmetric. This means that it will not exhibit circular
dichroism which is necessary for certain applications of
2D perovskites. When targeting certain properties, a full
picture of the landscape of low energy minimum is clearly
important. Our structure searching method offers a win-
dow into this landscape, which could be used to choose
experimental methods, or gain confidence in conclusions.

Further predictions were made for 4 other organic
cations which had no previously known perovskite struc-
tures. These are discussed in the supplementary infor-
mation.
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FIG. 8: Comparing the lowest energy structures during the structure prediction task for a
cis-1,3-cyclohexanediamine based perovskite. Since these unit cells are relatively complex, and differences between
structures are subtle, we have tried to find ‘equivalent’ representations of the unit cells for comparison. Cif files of
all structures are available. (a) The lowest energy minimum found during our procedure, which is equivalent to the
structure deduced by experiment. The unit cell contains 8 molecules and 232 atoms. (b) The next 5 lowest lying

minima, and their energy above the lowest structure. All the structures shown contain 8 molecules, however when a
structure adopts a higher symmetry and hence a smaller unit cell, some molecules appear to hide behind others.
The key difference between minimum 0 and minimum 4 is the out of plane lattice vector. (c) Comparison of the
experimentally measured pXRD with some chosen minima. “Experimentally deduced structure” refers to the unit

cell as deduced using the ShelXT program from data obtained by diffractometer (see also section XE).

E. Scalability and Computational Cost

Performing the above process requires geometry relax-
ation of many large crystal structures, starting from high
energy configurations. Typically, several hundred relax-
ations are required with hundreds to thousands of dy-

namics steps for each relaxation.

In the structure searching process for the 13 structures
in Fig. 7, the average unit cell size was 78 atoms and 200
samples were generated for each system. The entire set of
calculations used to produce Fig. 7 was performed in only
20 hours on a single A100 GPU. This suggests that wide
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searches can be performed using modest computational
resources. By comparison, a single DFT relaxation of one
sample of the randomly generated structures shown in
Fig. 6 (similar in size and complexity to Fig 7 structures),
performed on two nodes (256 cores) of AMD EPYC 7742,
can take more than one day. Furthermore, the cubic
scaling of the DFT calculation makes the same task for
much larger systems infeasible.

One can also see the computational advantage of using
our model in the structure search for the newly synthe-
sised perovskite (section IVD), which has 8 molecules
and 232 atoms in the unit cell. For each sample of the
6000 generated structures, relaxation took between 2000
to 4000 steps, leading to a total computational cost of
240 GPU hours. We estimate that performing the same
relaxations with DFT would require approximately 1.2
million CPU node-hours. In this case the speedup corre-
sponds to a factor of 104. Note that the absolute times
of course depend on the type of GPU and CPU hardware
making a direct comparison not straightforward, but in
terms of costing computational resources, an A100 GPU
hour is approximately comparable to a node-hour with
128 CPU cores, and hence is the basis for the figures
given above.

V. EXTRAPOLATION TO
UNDERREPRESENTED ORGANICS

We have demonstrated good performance of the
trained MLIP both in terms of single point accuracy
and in relaxing randomly generated HOIPs structures
to global minima. However, it is the case that many
of the organic molecules in the test set are structurally
and chemically similar to the organics in the training set.
Here we demonstrate an example of organic cation in our
test set, cyclopropanaminium (shown in Fig. 9), for which
the model performs poorly and suggest an efficient way
retraining the model to improve the predictions.

For the original MLIP, which has not been trained on
any examples of cyclopropanaminium, committee MD
simulations immediately exceed the prescribed uncer-
tainty threshold, indicating an uncertainty of the model
in predicting forces. On samples that are taken from this
MD, the model makes a large error with respect to DFT
with a force RMSE of 228.7 meV/Å.

One approach would be to add some of these uncertain
high-error samples to the training set and use the AL cy-
cle to improve the potential for that specific organic. This
is not possible when no experimental structure is known,
since an initial structure is needed for running the active
learning. As shown in the supplementary information
Section II, we tested several approaches in which DFT
calculations of only the isolated organic molecule were
added to the training set, but these failed to improve the
accuracy of the model to an acceptable level.

Another way of approaching this problem is to use the
structure prediction algorithm to generate HOIP struc-

 
FIG. 9: The force parity plot for cyclopropanaminium
for three differently trained potentials. An ‘unseen’
MLIP, with no samples of cyclopropanaminium,

relaxed-model which has 200 randomly selected samples
from the relaxation trajectories of the structure

prediction model in the training set, and relaxed+MD
which takes the top 10 most stable structures, followed
by samples taken uniformly from MD trajectories. The

two former MLIPs were trained independently.

tures with the new organic cation. One can relax these
candidates with the model, take samples from the re-
laxation trajectories, and add them to the training set.
As shown in Fig. 9, when the model is trained with 200
distinct samples from relaxation trajectories of cyclo-
propanaminium lead iodide, the resulting force RMSE
is 95.3 meV/Å, a slight improvement over the original
model. The meager improvement may be because many
of the predicted relaxed structures are very similar, in
terms of bond distances and orientation of the organic
and inorganic components. A successful approach is to
combine the structure prediction tool with MD simu-
lations. Instead of taking 200 samples from the relax-
ations trajectories, we take only the 10 most stable struc-
tures predicted by the structure prediction algorithm,
run short MD simulations (5 ps) and take samples uni-
formly every 1 ps from the MD trajectories. Note that
we do not terminate the MD simulations based on un-
certainty. Using this to add new data, the error in forces
drops to 14.6 meV/Å, within the range of previously seen
compositions in the training set. This is achieved with
only a total of 50 new samples, and in one cycle of re-
training.

This approach works because the original MLIP pre-
dicts physically reasonable structures, despite the large
error in forces with respect to DFT. In particular, the
model relaxes the randomly generated configurations to
sensible structures, in terms of the organic-inorganic
stacking pattern. Similarly, MD simulations, while they
may exhibit high committee uncertainty in forces, do not
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lead to unrealistic structures (no bond-breaking or coa-
lescence of atoms).

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented an efficient, accurate and general
machine learning force field (MLIP) using the MACE
architecture for lead based 2D HOIPs involving organic
cations containing carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen and oxy-
gen. Our model performs well on single point energy
and force predictions on samples taken from molecular
dynamics simulations and can extrapolate to unseen or-
ganic cations.

Furthermore, the model is appropriate for performing
high throughput screening of this class of materials. A
simple random structure search procedure has been pre-
sented which, when paired with the MACE model, is able
to rediscover the experimentally reported structure for a
number of 2D perovskites in our database. The model is
demonstrably accurate during this process, correctly re-
producing the complex energy landscape, as shown by ex-
ploring specific examples with DFT. The computational
cost of our structure generation process and model is
small enough that this procedure can be applied at scale.

Finally, our method was validated by synthesising a
new perovskite composition. Besides predicting the cor-
rect structure, the model revealed a delicate landscape
of low-lying energy minima, which in its self could be a
useful investigative capability.

VII. DATA AVAILABLILITY STATEMENT

The committee of MACE models trained on the full
training set is available in a zenodo repository 10.5281/
zenodo.10729400. The full train and test sets are also
available as a python pandas dataframe. The exper-
imentally determined newly synthesized structure, as
well as the five predicted lowest energy structures found
by our process, are also available. The random struc-
ture generation algorithm was implemented in a python
package which can be found at https://github.com/
WillBaldwin0/LDHP-builder.
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X. METHODS

A. MACE Machine Learning Interatomic
Potentials

This work has utilised the MACE framework for con-
structing machine learned interatomic potentials [37].
MACE is a recently developed equivariant message pass-
ing tensor network which offers state of the art accuracy.
The MACE architecture has been described and evalu-
ated in detail previously [27–30]. Therefore, the follow-
ing description simply discusses some key aspects of the
model design.

A MACE model predicts the total energy of a system
as a sum of atom centered contributions. The environ-
ment around an atom is described by the atomic num-
ber and relative positions of neighbouring atoms, up to
some fixed cutoff: N (i) = {zj , rij}j|rij<rcut

. The MACE
architecture utilises ideas from the atomic cluster expan-
sion to efficiently construct atom centered features based
on the local environment. These atom centered features
are many-body, in that they depend simultaneously on
atomic numbers and positions of several neighbours in a
non-trivial way. These features are iteratively updated,
and the final energetic contribution from each atom is
expressed as a learnable function of these features.

The specifications of the MACE models used in this
work are, in the nomenclature of reference [29], given in
table II.
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B. Molecular-Dynamics and Geometry Relaxations
with MACE potentials

All molecular dynamics (MD) simulations were carried
using the atomic simulation environment (ASE) package
[38] in the NPT ensemble at 300 K and 1 atmosphere.
A Nosé–Hoover thermostat [39, 40] was used. During
active learning, MD simulations were propagated using
the average prediction of 3 committee members. The
relative force uncertainty f i

rel is defined as

f i
rel =

σi∣∣F̄i

∣∣+ ϵ
, (1)

where σi and F̄i denote the standard deviation and mean
of forces over the committee members on atom i. ϵ is
a regularizer to avoid diverging ratios for small forces.
At each MD step the atom with the greatest f i

rel is se-
lected, and this value is compared against the predefined
threshold of 0.2. If this uncertainty indicator exceeds the
threshold, the simulation is terminated. The regularizer
ϵ for all the simulations was set to 0.2 eV/Å.

All geometry relaxations have been done using pre-
conditioned LBFGS as the optimiser[41]. During relax-
ations, both cell sizes and atomic positions are allowed
to change and the relaxed cell is achieved when the max-
imum force on each atom is less than 1 meV/Å.

C. Electronic Structure Calculations

All the electronic structure calculations for either re-
laxation or single point calculations are performed using
Vienna Ab initio Simulations Package (VASP) [42, 43]
with the PBE [44] for the exchange-correlation functional
and the projector augmented-wave (PAW) pseudopoten-
tials [45, 46]. Dispersion energy-corrections are applied
using D3 approximation [47]. A Γ-centered Monkhorst-
Pack [48] k-point grids are used to sample the Brillouin
zones, with a density of 1000 k-points per number of
atoms, with divisions along each reciprocal lattice vector
proportional to its length, as implemented in pymatgen
[49]. The electronic wave functions were expanded in a
plane wave basis set with an energy cutoff of 600 eV.

D. An Algorithm for Random Structure
Generation of 2D HOIPs

A random structure generation algorithm has been
developed to demonstrate the usefulness of the MACE
model. Our algorithm is not intended to be completely
general and relies on several simplifications. Future
developments could utilise methods from organic crys-
tal structure prediction for more generality. The code
used in this project is available as a python package at
https://github.com/WillBaldwin0/LDHP-builder.

The procedure is as follows: The inorganic layer is first
generated from lead and the chosen halide as a monolayer

of regular lead–hailde octahedra. The lead–halide bond
length is chosen to be the average of such bonds across
our training set.
For each organic cation to be placed into the unit cell,

the following process is performed. We assume that the
molecule joins to the layer in a certain way: Salient points
on the molecule are defined as the heavy atoms on the
‘extremities’. In practice this is done by first finding the
moment of inertia tensor of the molecule and interpret-
ing the eigenvectors as a local coordinate basis for the
molecule. For molecules which are longest in a certain
direction, the eigenvector with the smallest eigenvalue is
generally directed along this direction. The extremities
of the molecule are defined as the heavy atoms which
have the largest relative distance between one another
when projected onto this vector. One of these heavy
atoms serves as a reference atom which is placed onto
a given point on the inorganic layer. The orientation of
the cation is then determined by first applying a ran-
dom rotation about the selected atom, and subsequently
applying up to two reflections in planes normal to the
lattice vectors of the inorganic monolayer.
After repeating the above for each molecule in the unit

cell, the molecules are checked for intersections. Assum-
ing there are no intersections, the out of plane lattice
constant is fixed to remove as much vacuum from the cell
as possible. The result of this procedure is a monolayer
with a set of organic cations at a random orientation on
the layer. See Fig. 6b for example structures from this
procedure.

E. Synthesis and Characterization of Perovskite
Materials for Verification of Modeled Results

The perovskite 1,3– (cis)–cyclohexanediamine–PbI4
was synthesized in order to compare the observed crystal
structure with the results obtained via the computational
methods described previously. Crystals of the perovskite
were obtained through slow hydrothermal growth by dis-
solving equimolar amounts of the amine and lead (II)
iodide in concentrated hydriodic acid in a sealed pres-
sure vessel at 150 ◦C and cooled at a rate of 5 ◦C per
hour, resulting in the formation of mm-scale orange crys-
talline chunks. Residual hydriodic acid was removed by
washing with methylene chloride and diethyl ether, fol-
lowed by drying under vacuum for several days. The
crystal pieces are highly stable to ambient atmosphere
and demonstrate no signs of decomposition over weeks of
storage.
The crystal structure was determined using a Rigaku

XtaLAB Synergy diffractometer. Crystal samples were
mounted in oil on a ring-loop and placed in a cryo N2

stream at 200 K. CrysAlis Pro was used to screen and
collect diffraction patterns using Mo Kα (λ = 0.71073 Å).
A full sphere of diffraction data was collected, and mul-
tiscan empirical absorption correction was applied. The
maximum resolution that was achieved was Θ = 31.00◦
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(0.69 Å). The structures were solved with the ShelXT
(Sheldrick, 2016) structure solution program using the
Intrinsic Phasing solution method and by using Olex2
(Dolomanov et al., 2009) as the graphical interface. The
model was refined with version 2016/6 of ShelXL 2016/6
(Sheldrick, 2015) using Least Squares minimisation. The
crystal structure was determined with minimal guidance
beyond initial atomic assignment and the resulting solved
structure featured a low R value indicating that the
solved structure aligned well with the atomic positions
observed in the diffraction pattern.

Powder XRD was measured on a Rigaku SmartLab as
an additional point of comparison between both the pre-

dicted and experimental crystal structures to assess the
presence of any additional crystal phases at room tem-
perature that may contribute to different structural be-
havior. Samples were prepared from the as-grown ABX4

perovskite crystals by grinding in a mortar and pestle to
ensure uniform distribution of powder particle size and
orientation. All measurements were performed at room
temperature under ambient atmosphere. The θ/2θ spec-
tra of the perovskite powders were then compared to pre-
dicted patterns generated from either the experimental or
as-modeled crystal structures.
Simulations of pXRD were performed in the VESTA

structure visualization software package [50].
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I. PREDICTIONS FOR THE NEWLY SYNTHESISED PEROVSKITE

When validating our prediction of the newly synthesised perovskite, numerical comparisons are similar but do not
perfectly match since our model is trained to reproduce the energy landscape of DFT calculations with PBE+D3
functional. Therefore, there is an overestimation of 3-5% in bond length distances compared to the experiment, as
expected from PBE+D3 functionals. We confirm our prediction is correct by firstly examining the two structures
by eye, which are shown in Fig. 1. Secondly, we showed that a geometry relaxation of the experimentally reported
structure with our model results in exactly the predicted structure. Even though the figure shows that this does
not meaningfully change the structure, this is the origin of the differences between the predicted pXRD of the
experimentally deduced structure and our prediction in the main text Fig. 8.

The computational cost of the structure prediction algorithm is highly dependent on the number of molecules in the
unit cell since this dictates the number of samples required. In our dataset, the median number of molecules per unit
cell (for perovskites with no locally 3D regions) was 4. Evidently there is a trade-off between running fewer, expensive,
searches with large unit cells, or many cheaper searches with small cells and accepting that one will occasionally miss
the correct structure.

FIG. 1: Comparing the structure as deduced from experiment to the lowest minima found by our process.
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FIG. 2: Applying our random structure search procedure to 4 molecules with chiral centers. The lowest energy
structure found for the right-most molecule relaxed to a 1D perovskite.
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FIG. 3: The force parity plot between the model and DFT on samples taken from an MD simulations of predicted
1D HOIP.

II. EXTRAPOLATION TO 1D PEROVSKITES

While conducting random structure searches of potential new HOIPs, it was discovered that the final MACE model
is able to extrapolate well to 1D HOIPs, without having seen any in the training set.

We applied the random structure search procedure to four organic cations with chiral centers, as shown in Fig. 2
and predicted the most stable HOIPs that they can form. These structure searches were performed with a small
unit cell, containing just 2 molecules and one inorganic layer. An interesting case is molecule D in Fig. 2, 2-(1-
aminoethyl)pyrrolidinium, for which the most stable structure is a 1D HOIP. This is surprising because the structure
search procedure was the same as described in the main text, where the initial generated samples are all 2D layered
PbX4 structures, and the model was able to achieve a structure with PbX3 inorganic unit (the additional halide ions
are isolated, away from the rest of the inorganic framework). To examine the accuracy of the model and stability of
this structure, a constant pressure MD simulation of the structure was ran at 300 K, 1 atm for 50 ps. The maximum
relative force uncertainty remains below the threshold (as discussed in main text section II) at all times. Furthermore,
the root mean square error with respect to DFT (see also Fig. 3), for samples taken every 5 ps was 27.5 meV/Åand
3.7 meV/atom for forces and energy, respectively. This close agreement with DFT implies that the current trained
model, which has not trained to any lower dimensional HOIPs, is accurate in dealing with 1D HOIPs.
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FIG. 4: Force parity plots for three different analysis of extrapolating to underrepresented molecules. All are taken
from independent MD simulations with (a) trained to isolated molecules in box, (b) trained to only the forces of the

isolated molecules, and (c) trained to the samples taken from the relaxation trajectory.

III. UNDERREPRESENTED ORGANICS

One of the challenges of the trained potential is in dealing with organic molecules with local structural features
and functional groups that are very different to those found in the training dataset. One example, as discussed in the
main text Section V is cyclopropanaminium. Several other approaches were tested while searching for ways to quickly
add new information about unseen organic molecules. Some of these methods all involved performing calculations of
isolated molecules, and adding just these to the training set. Here we summarise out the outcomes of these analyses.

(a) Isolated Molecules. We place the isolated molecule in an empty box (15 × 15 × 15 Å) and ran collected
samples by running molecular dynamics simulations using extended tight binding (xTB)[1]. Specifically, the
GFN2-xTB[2] was used via the xtb-python api. Simulations were ran at 500K using a time step of 1 fs and
200 samples were taken at intervals of 1 ps. These configurations were subsequently evaluated with DFT
using the same settings as the perovskite training data. One difficulty with this method is that cations in
HOIPs are charged molecules and ignoring the charge in the isolated molecule calculations can severally affect
the force/energy errors. However, including them is also a problem due to long range interactions between
neighboring unitcells. We considered the charged cations but with the dipole and quadropole corrections [3].
The original model retrained to this dataset shows higher than expect errors as shown in Fig. 4a. The retrained
model have a very poor prediction for energies. This is because even with the presence of corrections to long-
range interactions, the energy difference between charged and uncharged calculations is so large that the current
MLIP, trained to cations that are present in the periodic systems, cannot accurately predict both isolated
molecules and molecules in solids.

(b) Isolated Molecules, Force Information Only. As a final test on the isolated molecules, we then tried to
train the original model to only forces of the isolated cyclopropanaminium. This modification led to significant
improvement in both force and energy predictions, as shown in Fig. 4b, but still the error was an order of
magnitude larger than the values reported for seen perovskites in Section II.B.

(c) Structures found by Random Structure Search. Instead of dealing with the isolated molecules, we used
the random structure search procedure to generate initial HOIPs with this molecule and then relax them with
the MLIP. While the MLIP used in the structure search struggles with energy and forces, it can still create
samples that are useful for retraining the model. In Fig. 4c, we retrained the original model to 200 randomly
selected samples from the relaxation trajectories. This leads to an improvement with errors of 95.3 meV/Åand
1.1 meV/atom for forces and energy.

(d) Random Structure Search + MD. In our final experiment, we combined the previous step with MD
simulations. This is because in relaxation trajectories, many of the samples are structurally similar making
the learning inefficient, but MD simulations can lead to more diverse local environments that the model can
learn from. Therefore, we collected the 5 most stable structures predicted by the search algorithm method, ran
MD simulations for 10 ps. In total 50 samples (taken every 1 ps) are then added to the original training set and
the model is retrained. The errors are at 14.6 meV/Åand 0.9 meV/atom also shown in main text in Sec. V.
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